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HANGING INSTRUCTIONS • ACRYLIC PRINTS • LARGE FRAMES
There are a variety of methods that can be used to hang large framed pieces or Acrylic
Prints. My larger prints do not use picture wire. The prints use two large D Rings on
each end of the frame or sub-structure. This allows for heavy pieces to be hung on any
wall. Once finished the print will not shift, eliminating the need for constant reallignment.
This method will work for Drywall and Plaster walls.
Tools: Drill and appropriate bits, screw driver, tape measure, level.
Optional 48” stick, Walldogs (highly recommended)
Here’s how I do it.
1-

I determine where I want the print to hang. Then I measure the center of
the finshed piece and the distance from the D-rings to the top of the piece
as the Walldogs need to be attached to the wall that distance down from
the top of the piece. So now make a mark on your wall for the center of the
piece down the distance from the top of the piece.

2-

On my stick I mark (in pencil) the spot where the Walldogs will be attached
to the wall by holding the stick up to the D-rings on the back of the piece.

3-

Then I make a mark on the stick for the center of the print.

4-

I hold the stick up to the wall alligning the center mark on the stick to the
center mark on the wall.

5-

Then I level the stick and mark on the wall where the Walldogs go using the
marks on the stick as a guide.

6-

Attach Walldogs where your marks are, hang the print by putting the
D-rings on the Walldogs. Your print is now on the wall and is secure.
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